Are you majoring in Forensic Science at your CC? Interested in transitioning to John Jay College for your Bachelor’s degree in Forensic Science?

- Program designed for Community College Students who will transition into John Jay to complete FOS major
- >2.5 GPA to successfully transfer
- Series of activities/outings that are organized to introduce students to science and research
- Opportunity for students to conduct research and receive a monetary stipend while at their community college
- Stipend provided to research mentor for reagents/supplies
- Help with e-permit courses at John Jay

---

- Mentored research experience with funded proposals
- Officially declared FOS, CMB or CSIS Major
- Minimum 2.5 GPA (FOS/CMB) 3.0 GPA (CSIS)
- Successfully completed Organic Chemistry (FOS) or Object-Oriented Computing (CSIS)
- Successfully completed a research training workshop hosted by PRISM

---

- Scholarship program funded by the NSF
- Tuition assistance-up to $7500/academic year
- Scholarships are renewable yearly, depending on academic performance, continued financial need, and availability of funds

---

- Students receive tutoring in science/math courses (MSRC), help to improve their study habits, and career counseling
- $300 stipends/semester
- Eligibility is dictated by NYSED –CSTEP guidelines

---

- Dr. Raquel Castellanos - Research Outreach Coordinator and S-STEM Coordinator racastellanos@jjay.cuny.edu (CJA and S-STEM Questions)

- Mr. Derek Sokolowski - Assistant Coordinator PRISM Junior Scholars dsokolowski@jjay.cuny.edu

- Dr. Edgardo Sanabria-Valentin - PRISM Program and Research Coordinator, Pre-Health Careers Advisor esanabriavalentin@jjay.cuny.edu

Office Location: 5.61.00NB